Internal masonry wall

**DETAIL 1**

Bed first block in 4:1 mortar & leave for 24 hours

75mm min. mesh reinforced screed

**DETAIL 2**

Internal masonry wall

75mm min. mesh reinforced screed

Visqueen CD 150mm Corner Strip

Mortar infill

Visqueen Zedex CPT DPC laid in a fresh mortar bed

**DETAIL 3**

Internal masonry wall

Engineering brick or suitable grade blockwork in wet zone

Drainage pipes @ 450mm centres

Visqueen CD 150mm Corner Strip

Mortar infill

75mm min. mesh reinforced screed

75mm min. mesh reinforced screed

**NB:** LOADING TBA BY ENGINEER & THIS APPLIES TO ALL DETAILS

---

Visqueen Cavity Drain Membrane System - Typical Internal Wall Details.